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The concept of hydrogen bonding has been intimately involved in the bonding and arrangement pattern of various molecular assemblies including complex protein structure. There are also indications that hydrogen bonds play an important role also in biological electron transfer across long distances. The vibrational dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen bonds pose experimental and theoretical challenges due to anharmonic couplings between the high frequency hydrogen bond stretching ($\nu_{OH}$) mode and low frequency skeletal motions. This dissertation presents work done by using ultrafast Infrared pump-probe spectroscopy to study the vibrational dynamics of two intramolecular hydrogen bonded complexes, 10-Hydroxybenzo[h]quinolone (HBQ) and 2-(2'-Hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) dissolved in carbon tetrachloride. One of the biggest difficulty in studying the $\nu_{OH}$ stretching vibration is that they have complex and broad lineshapes in the infrared region (IR) that are difficult to decipher.
To overcome this difficulty, we have developed a tunable broadband mid-infrared (BBIR) source with the spectral range of 2-8 microns. The broadband pulse enables us to perform novel experiments in multiple domains (both in infrared and electronic) to understand energy transfer dynamics and vibrational couplings of very broad peaks. The tunable BBIR source is generated by a filamentation process of 800nm and 400nm pulses in a gas cell. To generate compressed pulses for the experiment, correction of higher order dispersion effects is necessary. Hence a compressor was built with a deformable mirror for the manipulation of spectral phase to make transform limited pulse. An iterative genetic algorithm was written with a simple single valued feedback for the optimal mirror compression. Nearly transform limited pulses were measured with the following characterization techniques to extract electric field: cross correlation Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (XFROG) and Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction (SPIDER).

The compressed broadband IR (BBIR) source, when used as part of a third order nonlinear infrared pump-probe spectroscopy, was able to give us information into the electronic ground state potential energy surface of the two model systems. We pump the νOH and probe across 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) to 3300 cm\(^{-1}\) using the broadband IR pulse. The average lifetime of the OH mode for the HBQ and HBT systems was calculated to be 1.65 ps and 1.30 ps respectively. Both systems exhibit large anharmonicities (\(> 500\) cm\(^{-1}\)), which are characteristic of strongly hydrogen bonded systems. Additionally, we observe the coherent beating of low-frequency modes of 248 cm\(^{-1}\) and 118 cm\(^{-1}\) across the νOH stretch of HBQ and HBT, respectively. Anharmonic frequency calculations at the DFT level identify these low-frequency structural modes as in-plane bending modes which modulate the intramolecular hydrogen bonding.
distance. These findings prove that the anharmonic nature of the fundamental $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch is primarily dictated by the coupling to low frequency structural modes and these motions play an important role in the hydrogen bonding dynamics.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 The Name’s Bond, Hydrogen bond:

Hydrogen bonds play critical roles in various biological, material and photosynthetic molecular systems. These important interactions between molecules influence molecular structures over time in solvent, gas-phase or solid state environment. In the condensed phase, the dynamics of hydrogen bonds is closely associated with the mechanism of chemical and biological reactions [1, 2]. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding is a site-specific interaction between donor and acceptor groups within a molecule and the mechanism of such interactions play a remarkable role in photophysics and photochemistry processes[3]. Understanding the microscopic interactions governing the vibrational dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen bonds is important for elucidating the structure-function relationships of molecular complexes in biology, chemistry and material science[4]. In biology, examples include proteins and enzymes that rely on intramolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonding to stabilize into secondary and tertiary structures that play a crucial role in the functionality of the molecule. The concerted formation and breakage of these hydrogen bonds between solvent and protein or between an amino acid and the protein backbone modulates the flexibility of the protein and controls its specific function [5, 6].

In photophysics intramolecular hydrogen bonding helps in the planarization of the π conjugated systems and is closely involved with excited state intramolecular proton transfer processes [7]. Hence these interactions are routinely associated with photochromic, thermochromics and sensing applications [8]. Of particular interest is learning how the transfer of the proton from a donor to an acceptor is modulated by the motions of the molecule and the
surrounding solvent. Intramolecular proton transfer in the excited state has practical applications for developing dye molecules and molecular switches. Our ability to make better dye molecules hinges on understanding the role of vibrational dynamics in intramolecular hydrogen-bonded complexes in the ground and electronic excited states. These include luminescence sensors which allow the excited state proton transfer with the addition of analytes. They can be used as molecular fluorescent probes as a way to label and study DNA-protein interaction [9, 10]. The dynamics of hydrogen bonds in solution is associated with crucial processes that dictate many different chemical and biological reactions. This process are not well understood because the nature of hydrogen-bond dynamics such as hydrogen/proton transfer reactions, breaking and reformation of hydrogen bonds as well as local interactions in the microscopic levels, all of which involve vibrational motions are extremely difficult to probe [11]. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding plays a special role in important intramolecular interactions and a critical element in selected molecular arrangements. The formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds has a very pronounced effect on molecular structure and properties.

Due to the ubiquitous nature and the tremendous importance of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding, significant advances have been made over recent years to define the energy and spectroscopic landscape of these interactions. Research studies dealing with all facets of intramolecular hydrogen bonding, ranging from theory to experiment, from spectroscopic characterization to synthetic applications involving structural and functional aspects have been published [12-19]. In spite of numerous studies, the process remains poorly understood at the microscopic level because hydrogen-bond dynamics, such as bond rearrangements and hydrogen/proton transfer reactions, are extremely difficult to probe [20-25].
1.2 Understanding the vibrational landscape of the hydrogen bond:

The $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch in the hydrogen bonded system results in drastically different vibrational spectra to the free $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch. Strongly hydrogen bonded systems exhibit very broad OH stretches which are highly structured as well as having a spectral red shift compared to their free $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ counterpart as seen in Figure 1.1. The red shift is caused by the lengthened and weakened covalent OH bond due to the attraction of the hydrogen bond. Greater hydrogen bond strengths typically shift the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ vibration to lower frequencies with greatly increased intensity in the infrared regime due to increased dipoles\cite{26}. These differences in the width of vibrational spectra have been attributed to Fermi resonances with overtones and combination bands. Fermi resonances arises from the mixing of vibrational states (fundamental, overtone and combination bands) leading to linear combination of states with altered frequencies. These features are dependent on coupling strength and the energy gap of the mixing states. In hydrogen bonding systems, the energy gap of the mixing states can be altered by the hydrogen bonding dynamics \cite{27-29}.
Figure 1.1: Infrared absorption spectra showing $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretching absorption bands of (A) the free $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ group of dilute solution of phenol in CCl$_4$, (B) intermolecular hydrogen bonding O-H system in a saturated solution of phenol in CCl$_4$, (C) intramolecular hydrogen bonding O-H system in 2-(2-Pyridyl)phenol in CCl$_4$.

Another phenomena attributed to the broadened hydrogen bond vibrational spectra is anharmonic coupling to low frequency hydrogen bond modes. Mechanical anharmonicity is described as the difference between the spectral positions of the overtone and the fundamental stretching band $[30]$. Hydrogen bonding systems typically have anharmonicities ranging several hundreds of cm$^{-1}$ compared to lower anharmonicities for free O-H systems and this is directly related to Frank-Condon like progressions caused by coupling to low frequency structural modes $[11, 31, 32]$. Vibrational studies have shown that the potential of the OH stretch is modulated by low frequency modes which gate the donor-acceptor distance. These modes affect the distance as well as orientation of the donor and acceptor groups in the system and are directly involved in
the formation and breaking of the hydrogen bonds [11]. The anharmonic coupling between the high frequency OH stretch and the low frequency structural modes has been used to understand not only the very broad and highly structured OH stretching band but also Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer (ESIPT) processes associated with it. Previous work on strongly hydrogen-bonding systems such as acetic acid dimers and benzoic acid dimers have set a precedent on crucial information that can be retrieved for similar model systems. They have shown vibrational lifetimes of the \( v_{\text{OH}} \) are relatively fast 150-250 fs and are quite often correlated with low frequency structural modes generally around 50-150 cm\(^{-1}\) [33, 34]. Thus, the OH stretching vibration (\( v_{\text{OH}} \)) is an excellent and direct reporter of the hydrogen bonding dynamics.

Vibrational transitions of molecules can provide a window into the molecular properties and structure. While linear spectroscopy such as Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) can be used to characterize molecular structures and dynamics, the peculiar spectral structure of the hydrogen bonded \( v_{\text{OH}} \) stretch, which pose a challenging problem with line shapes, warrants ultrafast third order experiments [31, 35]. The complexity of the line shapes arises from the different microscopic interactions which can give rise to a coupling of different modes [36]. An example of ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy, pump-probe technique, has been widely applied to study ultrafast vibrational dynamics. However, it has been relatively hard to use ultrafast infrared pulses to pump and probe the \( v_{\text{OH}} \) stretch. One of the main deterrents for this is the bandwidth required to cover the fundamental and overtone of the OH stretching band of these strong hydrogen bonding systems that can span several hundred cm\(^{-1}\). Another difficulty in dealing with these systems, is that the lifetimes of the \( v_{\text{OH}} \) stretch are very short (<1 ps). Hence progress in the development of ultrasfast mid-IR pulses has been closely associated with advancements in ultrafast vibrational studies on the \( v_{\text{OH}} \) stretch in strongly intramolecular
hydrogen bonded systems. To overcome these technical difficulties, we have developed a broadband IR source as well as shortened the pulses to be used in time resolved spectroscopy.

![Diagram of vibrational frequencies]

**Figure 1.2:** Frequency ranges of various stretching and bending vibrations of interest compared with bandwidth of conventional mid-IR sources and the novel broadband source.

### 1.3 Broadband Mid–IR pulses:

In recent years, light sources with very short pulses have become an indispensable tool for spectroscopies spanning X-ray to terahertz wavelengths. However, coherent pulses in the mid-IR region used in time-resolved spectroscopies have been limited by a relatively narrow bandwidth, residual dispersion, or both. Traditional mid-IR sources with microjoule pulse energies include the difference-frequency generation (DFG) between the near-IR signal and idler outputs of an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to generate tunable mid-IR pulses with 250–400 cm\(^{-1}\) full width at half maximum spectral bandwidth (\(\Delta \omega_{\text{FWHM}}\)) and sub-70 fs [37] down to 45 fs [38] time duration. An alternative mid-IR source is based on optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA), which has been shown to
produce high intensity mid-IR pulses [39, 40]. A very recent study generated mid-IR supercontinuum laser pulses by focusing 70 fs, 30 μJ mid-IR pulses in commercially available bulk chalcogenide glasses [41]. Even though these conventional sources can cover a wide spectral range by continuously tuning the wavelength, they cannot cover the entire range simultaneously to cover large range of frequencies needed for hydrogen bonded systems as seen in Figure 1.2. The ability to probe various different vibrational modes in one laser shot have made the need for broadband pulses in the mid IR region at the forefront of technical development.

Fuji et al. (2006) introduced an elegant approach to generating a few-cycle mid-IR pulse using a four wave mixing process generated inside a filament in air. The novel method, similar to the work in the Khalil group, allows the generation of mid-IR and far-IR pulses with broad spectral bandwidths by focusing intense pulses of 800 nm light and its harmonics into gaseous media, creating filamentation [42-52]. In the mid-IR region, the resulting continua can have ΔωFWMH in excess of 1000 cm⁻¹ (<15 fs transform limit) with nanojoule pulse energies, which makes these broadband mid-IR (BBIR) pulses suitable for spectrosocpies of molecules with multiple and potentially broad vibrational transitions across the mid-IR spectrum.

Figure 1.3: BBIR generation using 800 nm/400 nm light fields in a pressure-controlled gas cell. WP1: Half-wave plate [λ/2 @ 800nm]; b-BBO: 0.1mm Type I barium borate crystal; TP: birefringent calcite crystal timing plate; WP2: dual wavelength half-wave plate [λ/2 @ 800nm and λ @ 400nm]; FO: focusing optic, 1m focal length silver-coated concave mirror; GC: Home-built 1.2m stainless steel gas cell capped with 1mm thick UVFS (entrance) and 2mm BaF₂ window(exit); Si: 0.5mm thick silicon wafer placed at Brewster’s angle.
The generation of broadband and tunable mid-IR pulses is based on a two-color filamentation process in air. The BBIR pulses, spanning the spectral region between 2.5 and 8 μm (Fig. 1), result from a third-order nonlinear interaction between two short pulses, one centered at 800 nm and the other at 400 nm in various gas media under different pressures. The generation of the broadband pulse during the filamentation is attributed to the four wave mixing (FWM) process from a third order nonlinear intensity response ($\chi^{(3)}$) of the propagation medium, here the gas media. The FWM process for the current set up is given below:

$$\omega_{BBIR} = \omega_{800} + \omega_{800} - \omega_{400}$$ (1)

The various frequencies ($\omega_n$)'s correspond to the angular frequencies of the different photons involved in the process. In this scheme, two photons of the strong pump pulse (~800nm) interact with one photon of the weaker second harmonic (SH) pulse (~400nm) to produce a photon of mid IR. While the carrier frequencies of three input fields add to zero, the response is derived as a result of the broad carrier envelopes of the input pulse. The 400 nm pulse is generated by doubling 800 nm pulses in a Barium borate (BBO) crystal. The second harmonic and the fundamental pulses are spatially and temporally overlapped and focused into air by a concave mirror ($r = -1$ m), generating a bright filament. A calcite delay plate is used in the collinear geometry to compensate for the temporal walk off between the fundamental and SH. The filamentation and FWM occur in an enclosed gas cell where the gas media and pressure conditions can be changed for tunability. The resulting beam is filtered for the BBIR pulse by two pieces of silicon (0.25mm each) and resized using a reflecting telescope [45].

The generation of the BBIR is subject to the balance of multiple processes that occur as powerful ultrashort beams focus into a gas medium. Self-focusing is the process in which the
index of refraction of material is modified by the intense laser beam in such a manner that leads to a focusing of the beam within material. As the beam radius further decreases closer to the self-focusing point, the beam may collapse on itself destroying the optical medium. However, in nonlinear media such as air and other gases, the collapse is negated due to the ionization of air creating plasma which in turn defocuses the beam [53, 54]. A filament occurs when a balance between self-focusing, plasma defocusing and diffraction is met and can travel over many Rayleigh lengths. This results in an enhancement of nonlinear processes occurring in the filamentation area and helps with the pulse compression [55-57]. The self-phase modulation of the 800 nm and the cross phase modulation of the 800 nm onto the 400 nm result in the broadening of the pulses by the FWM equation (Eq.1) [58, 59]. These third order processes are modified under different pressures of the gas cell to generate different BBIR spectrum. All these phenomena have a profound effect on the electric field of the resulting BBIR pulse giving it a very complicated structure and shape [54, 60].

Figure 1.4: Analysis of the tunability of BBIR pulses with respect under various conditions. A) Spectral shift of the BBIR pulse as a function of 800nm Input energy (in air at 1000 Torr) B) Spectra of BBIR pulses generated in different gas media at fixed pressure of gas cell (760 torr).
The compression of mid IR pulses has traditionally relied on using materials which impart different higher order dispersion are used. However, these methods of second-order dispersion material compensation [61] are not sufficient for BBIR compression, as the group velocity dispersion (GVD) of each commonly used material is strongly dependent on frequency over the much larger BBIR bandwidth as seen in Figure 1.4. This poses a challenge for passive compensation of dispersion both intrinsic to the generated BBIR and from additional optics such as beam splitters and sample windows practical to spectroscopy experiments. In spectroscopies utilizing OPA-based IR pump and BBIR probe pulses, the reported BBIR durations or experimental time resolutions indicate BBIR pulses of ~70 fs, i.e., longer than the pump pulses [62-64]. Chapter 2 of this thesis will detail the construction and use of such an adaptive optics pulse shaper to compress the broadband pulses to Fourier limits.

![Group Velocity Dispersion for Different Materials](image)

**Figure 1.5:** Second order dispersion of common materials used in ultrafast spectroscopy

### 1.4 Compression of the broad band pulse:

A modulated pulse like the BBIR is not monochromatic. Different frequency components travel through the medium with generally different phase velocities, and therefore, accumulate different
phase shifts which give origin to phase distortion. The Taylor expansion of the wave vector, $k$ as a function of the angular frequency $\omega$ around some center frequency, $\omega_0$, is given by:

$$k(\omega) = k_0 + \frac{\partial k}{\partial \omega} (\omega - \omega_0) + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 k}{\partial \omega^2} (\omega - \omega_0)^2 + \frac{1}{6} \frac{\partial^3 k}{\partial \omega^3} (\omega - \omega_0)^3 + ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The zeroth term is a common phase shift term and the first term describes the overall time delay of the pulse. The third term contains the group delay dispersion (GDD) and commonly referred to as linear chirp. Dispersion of third orders and beyond is grouped as higher order effects. Since a pulse always has a finite spectral width, dispersion can cause its frequency components to propagate with different velocities and has an effect on pulse duration. In this case, the BBIR pulse acquires chirp during propagation in the medium due to the effects of chromatic dispersion and nonlinearities (self-phase modulation and cross phase modulation). The pulse has been modified post generation to correct for the various aberrations like GDD as well as higher order effects seen in Equation 2 [65].

The smallest possible pulse duration (Fourier transform limit) is set by the spectral width of the pulses which is not modified by dispersive effects. This limit is derived from uncertainty principle, $\Delta \omega \times \Delta t = \frac{1}{4\pi}$ where $\Delta \omega$ is the frequency spread and $\Delta t$ is the pulse duration. For a Gaussian pulse the lower limit for the pulse duration for a given spectral width can be set by set by the time bandwidth product of approximately 0.44. Bandwidth limited pulses have the minimum possible time bandwidth product whereas chirped pulses have larger values. The linear chirp of a pulse can be reversed by propagating it through optical components with suitable dispersive properties. For example if the group velocity of a pulse increases with decreasing optical frequency, material with the opposite dispersive property can be added to bring all the
frequency components together. The dispersion of various orders for a medium can be calculated from the refractive index and Sellmeier formula. Figure 1.5 shows the second order dispersion (linear chirp) for some common materials used in ultrafast experiments [66]. It can be seen from the curvature of GDD traces in Fig. 1.5 that compression of BBIR pulses is not feasible over the entire bandwidth with material compensation alone as these materials cannot provide a constant GDD correction across the BBIR bandwidth without introducing additional dispersion.

Several research groups have demonstrated the manipulation of higher-order dispersion in the spectral phase of mid-IR pulses, first through indirect (near-IR) [67, 68] and then direct [69-72] pulse shaping. Given the spectral transmission limitations of liquid crystal spatial light modulators (LC-SLMs), viable methods for mid-IR phase control incorporate one of the following [73]: a germanium (Ge) acousto-optic modulator (AOM) [69, 71, 74], a calomel-based acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) [70], hollow-core fiber compression (HCF) [75] or a deformable mirror (DM) [72]. To date, the majority of mid-IR pulse shaping techniques have used pulses produced from OPA methods or modified OPCPA methods [40, 76]. To facilitate the ultrafast experiments, we report the demonstration of active compression of BBIR continuum pulses. Building on our work to generate a BBIR source and test its spectral tunability across $\lambda = 2.5$–8 $\mu$m [45], we incorporate a DM grating-based pulse compressor [72, 77, 78] to achieve nearly transform-limited (TL) BBIR pulses. The DM compressor, which uses an iterative genetic algorithm with optical feedback, enables smooth variations in phase while maintaining high compressor throughput across a spectral range dependent only on the DM metallic reflective coating. For varying spectral centers and material compensation conditions of the BBIR pulses, we present and analyze the performance of the DM pulse shaper with algorithmic pulse compression. Compression yields nearly transform limited BBIR pulses of 21 fs, or ~1.4 optical
cycles at the center frequency, as measured by cross-correlation frequency resolved optical gating.
Approaching the transform limit afforded by the spectral bandwidth of the BBIR source opens up numerous possibilities for the use of these pulses probes in experiments aimed at understanding the vibrational degrees of freedom in hydrogen bonded systems.

1.5 Hydrogen bonding model systems:

Following the successful generation and compression of our broadband ultrashort mid-IR pulse, pump-probe experiments were performed on model hydrogen bonding systems to study the vibrational landscape of the systems. Two hydrogen bonded systems 10-Hydroxybenzo[h]quinolone (HBQ) and 2-(2'-Hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) was studied using spectrally dispersed infrared pump-probe spectroscopy. Previous experiments on HBQ done by Chou et al, included steady-state absorption as well as femtosecond fluorescence and transient absorption pump-probe studies in non-polar solvents to gather information on the excited state intramolecular proton transfer [ESIPT]. They were able to observe an enol to keto tautomerization reaction signified by a 30 nm red shift of the fluorescence signal. From the vibrational analysis of their results, they were able to elucidate low frequency skeletal modes modulating the donor group and acceptor group distance of the HBQ structure that play a significant role in the ESIPT. In particular they indicated an in-plane bending mode at 230-250 cm$^{-1}$ [79, 80]. Time resolved fluorescence signal of the keto state in HBQ shows that the proton transfer to the keto isomer occurs within 13 fs and a longer 300 fs time scale corresponds to internal conversion from the keto isomer to the enol isomer[81],[82]. Excited state dynamics simulation reveals that the proton transfer is highly dependent on the backbone displacement [83],[73].
Photophysics of HBT show that the molecule undergoes proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) where the ESIPT is coupled to electron transfer through the double bond connecting the rings. [84] Studies on HBT involved directly observing the photoinduced enol-keto tautomerization in nonpolar solvent by using a UV pump/IR pump probe spectroscopy. The transient IR study was able to directly monitor the excited state formed by the cleavage of O-H bond by monitoring the formation of the C=O stretch [85]. Similar to HBQ, HBT the molecule undergoes internal conversion to the enol state after the ESIPT to the keto isomer[86]. ESIPT in HBT has also been observed in various different solvents, including polar and nonpolar solvents and the results indicate that in the nonpolar solvents, the proton transfer occurs within 120 fs facilitating the formation of keto state. In contrast, polar solvents motivated by twisting structural motions allowed the formation of enol state or the keto triplet state[87]. The phototautomerization process has also been studied theoretically and shows that the proton transfer mechanism is extremely fast (<40 fs) and the differences in skeletal geometry of HBT and HBQ plays a very important role in the dynamics of the proton transfer [88]. Computational analysis of structural modes for HBT point to different skeletal deformations that play a very important role in the ESIPT (113 cm\(^{-1}\), 255 cm\(^{-1}\), 289 cm\(^{-1}\) and 528 cm\(^{-1}\)) [89, 90]. In contrast, the Resonance Raman analysis shows that 293 cm-1 and 299 cm-1 mode was identified as contributing to the proton transfer[91]. An example of the photophysics mechanism of the ESIPT is shown in Figure 1.6.
Vibrational study of versions of HBQ and HBT focusing on the intramolecular hydrogen bonding has not been reported. The deuterated version of the HBT (DBT) in toluene has been studied using femtosecond pump probe and the results show an oscillatory change in the OD stretching mode that is related to 118 cm\(^{-1}\). This wave packet motion has been attributed with a low frequency mode that modulated the length of the hydrogen bond (OD band) [93]. This results follow in the footsteps of various computational and excited state studies that has been done as mentioned previously. While vibrational ground state studies have not been done on HBQ or the deuterated versions, the excited state studies as well as computational work done point to the presence of strong coupling of the OH stretching motion to low frequency structural motions.

There have not been studies done directly studying the intramolecular ground state hydrogen bonding dynamics in HBQ and HBT. This work aims to study ground state vibrational spectroscopy of the model systems by monitoring the \(v_{OH}\) and the previously developed broad band mid-IR source is implemented in these experiments. The broad nature of the source gives
us the ability to probe across the fundamental and the overtone region. We were able to elucidate the various structural modes that are coupled to the fundamental vOH stretch and were able to further our understanding of the structural dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen bond.

1.6 Dissertation Overview:

This dissertation includes the technical details involved in the generation and compression of a tunable broadband IR source and the implementation of the source on highly anharmonic hydrogen bonded systems that exhibit intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Chapter 2 describes the development of the BBIR source and the 4f deformable mirror compressor built to correct the field of the pulse. Detailed field characterization of the pulse as well as comparative improvement in the pulse shape is included in the chapter. Chapter 3 describes the isotropic pump-probe studies utilizing the compressed BBIR source on both HBQ and HBT systems in non-polar solvent and analysis of the ground state dynamics. Additionally anharmonic computational methods performed and the results of the computational analysis are also outlined in the chapter. Chapter 4 describes the brief work done on the deuterated counterpart for the HBQ model system and initial analysis of the isotope effect is included.
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Chapter 2: Development and compression of Tunable Broadband Mid-IR Pulses: Using a Deformable Mirror Pulse Shaper

2.1 Summary:

To improve the utility of ultrafast infrared spectroscopy experiments, we have developed and actively compressed a tunable broadband mid-infrared (BBIR) source. The octave-spanning BBIR source is generated by a filamentation process of 800 nm and 400 nm pulses in a pressurized gas cell. To correct the higher-order dispersion effects in BBIR pulses, we have introduced a deformable mirror grating compressor, which uses an iterative genetic algorithm with optical feedback. Compression yields nearly transform limited BBIR pulses of 21 fs, or ~1.4 optical cycles at the center frequency, as measured by cross-correlation frequency resolved optical gating. Detailed experimental details are outlined in the Appendix for chapter 2.

2.2 Experiment:

![Experimental layout](image)

Figure 2.1: Experimental layout. BBIR is generated in a pressurized gas cell and enters a deformable mirror (DM) compressor. BBIR is upconverted with a SPIDER-characterized 800 nm reference pulse for detection in either a photodiode (PD) for genetic algorithm compression feedback or a spectrometer for XFROG characterization. BS: dielectric beam splitter; λ/2: half-wave plate at 800 nm; TP: calcite timing plate; Si: 250 μm silicon; DBS: gold dichroic beam splitter; G: grating; F: 750 nm short-pass filter.

The experimental layout of the generation, compression, and characterization of the BBIR pulses is
shown in Figure 2. The pulses in this experiment originate from the output of a Spectra Physics XP Pro Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (1 kHz, 800 nm, 35 fs, 3.6 W). We have previously detailed the BBIR generation process [1]. Briefly, a 2.5 mJ portion of the amplifier output is frequency doubled in a 100-μm thick Type I BBO crystal. The collinear fundamental and frequency-doubled pulses are matched in time delay and polarization using a birefringent calcite crystal and a dual waveplate, respectively, and are focused with a concave mirror (f = 1 m) into a pressurized gas cell. In this experiment, the 1.2 m stainless steel gas cell is sealed with a 1-mm thick antireflection (AR) coated fused silica window at the entrance and a 1-mm thick BaF2 window at the exit. The BBIR beam is isolated by transmission through a 250-μm thick silicon (Si) wafer at Brewster’s angle before being collimated. Not shown in the BBIR path in Fig. 2.1 are a second 250-μm Brewster’s angle Si wafer to join a HeNe tracer beam and a reflective telescope to resize the BBIR beam to 15 mm diameter (1/e2). We have reported the spectral tunability of BBIR with selection of gas and pressure in the cell [45]. In this work, the cell contains air at pressures of 650, 760, and 900 Torr. With increasing pressure, the spectrum of the BBIR is blue-shifted and the pulse energy increases. The resulting BBIR pulse spectra shown in Figure 2.2(a) are dispersed with a 0.19 m spectrometer (Triax 190, Horiba Jobin Yvon, 75 grooves/mm grating blazed at 4.65 μm) following a band pass filter (either 2.5–5.1 μm or 4.5–8.5 μm) to eliminate the higher diffraction orders from the grating. A mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) array detector (IR0144, InfraRed Systems Development) is used to collect several spectral segments (spectrometer grating positions). The BBIR spectral center (ω0), full width at 10% maximum spectral bandwidth (Δω), and pulse energy at each pressure are as follows: ω0 = 2000 cm⁻¹, Δω = 1208 cm⁻¹, and 120 nJ at 650 Torr; ω0 = 2300 cm⁻¹, Δω = 1121 cm⁻¹, and 180 nJ at 760 Torr; and ω0 = 2600 cm⁻¹, Δω = 1444 cm⁻¹, and 240 nJ at 900 Torr. The corresponding temporal intensity for the BBIR pulses, given in Fig. 2.2(b), is calculated by squaring the Fourier transform (FT) of the BBIR spectral field, |f(ω)|. The log plot of the normalized temporal intensity profile highlights the
broadened profile of the field as well as oscillations in the wings (~3% of the primary pulse) that can be expected from the structured BBIR spectrum with a dip from atmospheric CO$_2$ absorption at ~2350 cm$^{-1}$.

![Figure 2.2](image)

Figure 2.2: (a) BBIR spectra collected for three pressures of air (thick traces, left axis). The dip at ~2350 cm$^{-1}$ is due to atmospheric CO$_2$ absorption. The black traces (right axis) are the GVD curves of various materials used over the BBIR spectral range. (b) FT of the spectra generated at the three pressures of air in (a) to give the corresponding transform-limited temporal intensity profiles with durations of 15 fs (650 Torr), 16 fs (760 Torr), and 16.5 fs (900 Torr). The normalized temporal intensity of the electric field is plotted on a log scale. (c) The integrations over $\tau$ of XFROG traces show a frequency shift with pressure in upconverted spectra similar to that in BBIR pulse spectra (a).

XFROG is a technique for the complete characterization of pulses, i.e. for measuring time dependent electric field and the spectral phase and was used to analyses the electric field. The compression and characterization of the BBIR pulses rely on the sum frequency generation (SFG) of BBIR pulses with reference pulses, which originate from a 2 $\mu$J portion of the 800 nm amplifier output (Fig. 2.1). The time delay, $\tau$, between the BBIR and reference pulses is adjusted with a computer controlled translation stage (Newport, XMS100). A gold dichroic beam splitter (ISP optics, BSP-DI-50-2) joins the beams in a collinear fashion, after which the reference beam can be routed to a SPIDER characterization setup for full electric field reconstruction [2][94].
An off-axis parabolic mirror (f=101.5 mm) focuses the BBIR and reference beams to a 100-μm thick Type I lithium niobate crystal to generate the $\omega_{\text{BBIR}} + \omega_{800}$ nm SFG signal. SFG spectra from integrated XFROG projections (Fig 2.2(c)) demonstrate the phase-matching bandwidth of the crystal as well as the blue-shift of the BBIR spectra (Fig. 2.2(a)) with increasing pressure. An iterative phase retrieval algorithm, implemented as a computer program, was then used for reconstructing the pulse shape from XFROG trace [3].

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for XFROG characterization.

The retrieval algorithm requires the independent input of the electric field of the reference pulse (800nm). Another characterization technique using spectral interferometry, SPIDER was performed on the 800nm reference pulse to extract the electric field information. In this technique the test pulse is split into two identical copies with a significant temporal distance, so that there is no temporal overlap. Another pulse, derived from the same input pulse, is strongly temporally stretched. The long chirped pulse and the two copies of the signal pulse are then combined in a nonlinear crystal (BBO, Type I, 100um) where SFG occurs. The two signal pulses overlap with different temporal portions of the chirped pulse. The spectrum of the SFG signal reveals the temporally resolved group delay and the spectral phase.
To adaptively compress the BBIR pulses, we have constructed a grating compressor with a DM (Fig. 2.4). The 4-f geometry compressor consists of a reflective grating (40 grooves/mm), a gold-coated spherical mirror (f = 20.3 cm), and a DM spanning an octave of BBIR spectrum in the focal plane of the compressor. The DM (OKO Technologies) has 19 actuators under a gold-coated silicon nitride membrane that are computer controlled with an external voltage supply (0 to 280 V; maximum deflection of mirror center = 10 μm).

Figure 2.4: 4f adaptive optic compressor design. G: 40 grooves/mm aluminum-coated grating, 2”x 2”, blazed at 4.8 μm; CM: 3” diameter gold-coated curved (spherical) mirror, 8” f. l.; DM: linear 19 channel micro machined membrane deformable mirror, 11 x 39 cm, spanning 3-7 μm of spectral bandwidth with given G and CM f. l.

A genetic algorithm is used to optimize the surface of the DM for pulse compression through a feedback loop that maximizes the detected SFG intensity at τ=0. An initially random population of mirror conformations evolves to a fairly uniform population of optimized conformations for pulse compression in fewer than 10 minutes. The quantitative temporal characterization of the BBIR pulses uses the cross-correlation frequency resolved optical gating (XFROG) technique [3], which requires collection of the spectrally dispersed SFG signal with a spectrometer (ThorLabs CCS200) at a series of τ delays.
2.3 Results and Discussion:

The compression of the BBIR pulses involves a careful balance between material compensation and adaptive DM compression. BBIR pulses generated at each pressure of air are sent through materials with positive and negative GVD in the mid-IR (Fig. 2.2a) to provide an ideal rough dispersion correction for the DM compressor to refine. Column IV corresponds to BBIR generated in 760 Torr air but with 1 mm Ge removed compared to column II. For each BBIR condition, XFROG traces are presented without compression (0 V applied applied to all DM actuators, Figs. 3(a-d)) and with optimized compression (Figs. 2.3(e-h)). Figures 2.3(i-l) are the reconstructed XFROG traces with the lowest XFROG error (<0.009 as computed with a 256x256 grid) generated from the XFROG algorithm for each BBIR generation condition. Figures 2.6(m-p) display the temporal electric fields recovered with the XFROG algorithm (Femtosecond Technologies, FROG 3.2.2) using the 800 nm reference electric field, which is characterized by SPIDER to have ~45 fs duration and 957 fs$^2$ group delay dispersion (GDD).
Figure 2.6: Summary of BBIR compression and characterization. Each column corresponds to a unique set of BBIR gas cell and material conditions: (I) 650 Torr air, (II) 760 Torr air, (III) 900 Torr air, and (IV) 760 torr air with 1 mm Ge removed from BBIR path. (a-d) XFROG ($\omega_{BBIR} + \omega_{800 \text{nm}}$) traces at respective initial conditions with 0 V applied to all deformable mirror actuators, i.e., no adaptive-optic compression. (e-h) XFROG traces at respective initial conditions with DM compression optimized. (i-l) Reconstructed traces of the XFROG traces with DM compression (e-h) recovered from the algorithm. Contour lines indicate steps of 10%. (m-p) XFROG algorithm results: Reconstructed temporal electric field intensities for the unoptimized pulses (red dotted traces, left axes) and optimized pulses (red solid traces, left axes) are plotted with reconstructed temporal phases (blue dashed traces, right axes) for the optimized pulses.
The importance of specific BBIR path materials and the effectiveness of the DM pulse compression beyond material compensation differ for each BBIR spectrum. The materials in the BBIR path corresponding to columns I-III of Fig. 2.6 are identical and result in the shortest pulses after DM compression. In the most red-shifted spectrum (650 Torr air, column I), the diagonal tilt (Fig. 2.6(a)) and complicated XFROG shape indicate negative chirp and higher-order dispersion; algorithmic compression reduces these phase terms to result in a more vertical and singular peak (Fig. 2.6(e)). The initial BBIR pulse duration recovered by XFROG is 96 fs (Fig. 2.6(m), red dotted trace), and the compressed pulse duration is 22 fs (Fig. 2.6(m), red solid trace). The manipulation of the higher order dispersion terms by the DM can be seen in the reduction of the satellite pulses in the recovered electric field intensity by 77%. A similar improvement by the DM compressor is seen for the BBIR spectrum generated in 760 Torr air (column II), in which the strong linear tilt (positive chirp) and satellite pulses (Fig. 2.6(b)) are reduced by 93% (Fig. 2.6(f)) and the initial pulse duration of 100 fs is compressed to 21 fs (Fig. 2.6(n), red traces). For these two pressures, material compensation dictates the efficiency of the DM compression. This is demonstrated in column IV of Fig. 2.6 for the 760 Torr case with the removal of positively dispersive material to create a negative chirp (Fig. 2.6(d)). The starting pulse duration remains ~100 fs but is only compressed to 62 fs (Fig. 2.6(p), red traces), as the DM compressor leaves residual dispersion (Fig. 2.6(h)). The decrease in the satellite pulse intensity of the electric field is less significant (40%) than its comparative counterpart in column II. Finally, in the blue-shifted BBIR spectrum (900 Torr, column III), we are able to use material compensation more effectively for compression, as seen in the minimal tilt in Fig. 2.6(c). The recovered pulse duration is initially 34 fs and is optimized to 27 fs (Fig. 2.6(o), red traces) upon reducing some of satellite pulses by 66% (Fig. 2.6(g)) following DM compression. Here, the
uncompressed BBIR pulse upconversion and the efficiency of the DM compression are insensitive to small changes in material compensation. Removing 1 mm of Ge results in nearly identical XFROG traces to Figs. 2.6 (c, g) with BBIR pulse durations reduced from ~33 to 31 fs.

To assess the quality of the retrieved electric field information, the simulated XFROG traces for the compressed pulses are plotted alongside the experimental XFROG traces (Figs. 2.6(i-l)). A comparison of Figs. 2.6(e-h) and Figs. 2.6(i-l) reveals that most features of the experimental XFROG trace are quantitatively captured by the algorithm. For example, the satellite pulses in Fig. 2.6(e) are recovered in the simulated XFROG trace in Fig. 2.6(i). The positive chirp demonstrated by the pulses in Figs. 2.6(e,h) is also reproduced in the simulated XFROG traces in Figs. 2.6(i,l). The similarities in the experimental XFROG traces and the simulated XFROG traces point to the reliability of the retrieved electric field information from the XFROG algorithm.

The post-compression temporal profiles in Figs. 2.6(m–o) (red solid traces) contain minimal secondary pulses, and the pulse durations of 22 fs, 21 fs and 27 fs approach the FT limits of 15 fs, 16 fs, and 16.5 fs, derived from the Fig. 2.2(b) temporal profiles. Residual dispersion is evident in the retrieved temporal phases (blue dashed traces) in Figs. 2.6(m–o). In columns I-III, the temporal phases within the BBIR pulse envelopes exhibit mild quadratic (650 Torr, Fig. 2.6(m)) and cubic (760 and 900 Torr, Figs. 2.6(n, o)) phases. The recovered spectral phase, \( \phi(\omega) \) for each case is fit to a Taylor expansion through the cubic phase term, centered at \( \omega_0 \) and over a range \( \Delta \omega \). From the quadratic and cubic terms, \( \phi''(\omega - \omega_0)^2 / 2 \) and \( \phi'''(\omega - \omega_0)^3 / 6 \), we report the GDD (\( \phi'' \)) and third-order dispersion (TOD, \( \phi''' \)) of the pulse. At 650 Torr, the DM compression results in half of \( \phi''' \) compared to the uncompressed pulse and a reduction of \( \phi'' \) to one quarter (1025 to 224 fs\(^2\)). At 760 Torr (column
II), \( \phi'' \) is corrected by an order of magnitude while \( \phi'' \) decreases from 768 to 28 fs\(^2\). However, with only 1 mm Ge (column IV), DM compression decreases the magnitude of \( \phi'' \) only slightly (-917 to -531 fs\(^2\)) and \( \phi'' \) increases. Finally in the BBIR produced at 900 Torr (column III), \( \phi'' \) improves slightly and \( \phi'' \) is corrected from 401 to 130 fs\(^2\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure of Air in Gas cell</td>
<td>650 Torr</td>
<td>760 Torr</td>
<td>900 Torr</td>
<td>760 Torr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>2 mm Ge</td>
<td>2 mm Ge</td>
<td>2 mm Ge</td>
<td>1 mm Ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Length before DM correction</td>
<td>96 fs</td>
<td>100 fs</td>
<td>34 fs</td>
<td>100 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Length after DM correction</td>
<td>22 fs</td>
<td>21 fs</td>
<td>27 fs</td>
<td>62 fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDD (( \phi'' )) before DM correction</td>
<td>1025 fs(^2)</td>
<td>768 fs(^2)</td>
<td>401 fs(^2)</td>
<td>-917 fs(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDD (( \phi'' )) after DM correction</td>
<td>224 fs(^2)</td>
<td>28 fs(^2)</td>
<td>130 fs(^2)</td>
<td>-531 fs(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Summary of results analyzing the efficiency of deformable mirror compressor

The reductions in GDD and TOD correspond to improvements in pulse durations and account for the changes of XFROG traces before and after DM compression (Fig. 2.6). The DM compressor performs best for red-shifted spectra with weakly negative GDD (columns I-II). More efficient compression at redder wavelengths is attributed to a greater density of DM actuators in the BBIR frequency space and greater sensitivity of SFG optimization due to crystal phase matching. The BBIR generation and BaF\(_2\) exit window transmission yield pulses with negative dispersion, but GVD curvatures in materials (Fig. 2.2(a)) result in fairly crude corrections of GDD while imparting TOD. While DM compression favors initially positive GDD (column II versus IV), limited material control may restrict the GDD sign when balancing all initial phase terms for optimized mirror deformation. Negatively dispersive materials influence the bluer spectrum least in GVD magnitude and curvature (Fig. 2(a)), resulting in initially short pulses at 900 Torr. However, the DM compressor is unable to correct for the...
significant TOD at high (low) BBIR frequencies (actuator density).

Our results demonstrate that the DM compressor is an effective tool for a smooth correction of a pulse with a moderately varying spectral phase. We are able to compress the octave-spanning BBIR pulses to durations of ~4/3 of their transform limits with a compressor throughput, which is dictated by grating efficiency, of over 50%. The efficiency of our compressor could be improved by using a DM with more flexible actuators or a greater density of them to enable the correction of greater magnitude and higher-order dispersion in the BBIR pulses.

2.4 Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated the generation and compression of BBIR under different pressure conditions. The results reveal that adaptive compression with a deformable mirror is successful for pulses with varying spectral centers resulting in differing efficiencies and material compensation requirements. We are currently using compressed BBIR probe pulses in transient-IR and other novel ultrafast spectroscopies [4]. Approaching the transform limit afforded by the spectral bandwidth of the BBIR source opens up numerous possibilities for the use of these pulses as pumps and probes in experiments aimed at understanding the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom in complex systems.
Appendix for Chapter 2

Optical Alignment of BBIR:

BBIR can be aligned from the amplifier by using the fundamental 800nm throughout the whole setup with a much later pick off time from the laser. The later pick off time allows one to use the 800nm path but with much lower intensity hence protecting optics before ramping back the pick off time to give the full intensity. The mode will differ with a different pick off time slightly but the difference is minimal for long distance alignment. The first step would be to remove all the transmission optics (λ/2 half wave plate, β-BBO, calcite timing plate, λ/2 wave plate) needed for the second harmonics and BBIR generation. Placing a beam block before the gas cell, first perform the alignment into the gas cell. The iris needed for this alignment is BB-IR Iris. Using the iris, align the lower intensity 800nm pulse through the iris just before the gas cell (Iris positions in Figure A2.1: IP 1, 2, 3). The telescope should be avoided until there is no other way to correct the alignment. The iris can be used to before and after the telescope but because the telescope is at an angle, float the iris between the curved mirrors to correct the height using the first telescope mirror. Center the beam as well as possible using just the first telescope mirror. The second telescope mirror can be used with the next flat mirror to align the beam as a straight line through the path into the gas cell. Remember not to alter the distance between the telescope mirrors since it affects the collimation. To check the collimation/mode of the beam, inset a flat mirror in the transmission optics line and send the beam through the hole in the box to the adjacent wall. Check the mode of the beam by bringing the timing back to the original intensity. There should be no hot spots or inhomogeneity with the beam profile.
Figure A2.1: BBIR generation by filamentation of 800 nm/400 nm light fields in a pressure-controlled gas cell. WP1: Half-wave plate (λ/2 @ 800nm); b-BBO: 0.1mm Type I barium borate crystal; TP: birefringent calcite crystal timing plate; WP2: dual wavelength half-wave plate (λ/2 @ 800nm and λ @ 400nm)

For the next alignment bring the intensity lower again and using the fundamental 800 nm align it through the gas cell and into the collimating mirror after the gas cell (IR 5: Iris label: Iris Exiting Gas Cell Visible). Remember to remove the silicon so that you can see the path of the 800nm. Follow the 800nm though the next few mirrors at reduced intensity. Stop the 800nm before it hits the single channel detector. Do not let the 800nm go through the pulse shaper since it will damage the deformable mirror. Once you are happy with the propagation of the 800nm pulse, continue on to generate the second harmonic generation by inserting the transmission optics with the back reflection on top of the original beam. It is possible to use a power meter to maximize the 400nm pulse by flipping the dichroic mirror already in the path before the gas cell. There might be need to adjust the post collars for these transmission optics since the height of the beam might have moved with the alignment of the 800nm outlined previously. Adjust the pick off time to optimal and ensure that all the light is being used to generate the BBIR pulse. Ensure that the Si Wafer is placed at a very steep Brewster’s angle to allow maximum transmission of the IR pulse but absorption of IR pulse. Make sure all the IR coming out of gas cell is blocked but not blocking the outgoing IR after the collimating mirror onto the gold mirror. Hitting gold coated mirror with the fundamental 800nm and second harmonic 400nm will burn the mirror so
take care to not let the visible beams hit the gold mirror. The next mirror pair allows for the IR to
turn around the corner. The second silicon wafer not only allows removal of any residual visible
light but also allows for the He-Ne IR overlap. The angle for this wafer is very steep to allow for
maximum transmission of IR light as well as the reflection of the He-Ne beam. Avoid adjustment
of this wafer because it very hard to align this for maximum transmission and the overlap with
He-Ne. Use the mirrors before the silicon wafer to align the He-Ne IR overlap to achieve
independent control of the IR without He-Ne beam.

There is no Iris specifically to set the height between the collimation mirror after gas cell
and the last gold mirror before the BBIR merges with He-Ne. The He-Ne beam is then used as a
guide to align the BBIR through the rest of the laser table. The curved mirror telescope was build
to collimate the BBIR beam to 1mm diameter before the pulse shaper. The difference between
the mirror are set to (XXX ). The distance is determined by using the joule meter (Coherent  ) to
measure the rate of divergence/convergence for the BBIR assuming a Gaussian pulse profile.
The BBIR has pulse energy of 100-200 nJ near the telescope. Remember to use a lens to fit the
beam in the instrument area for the joule meter. Once the distance is set by adjusting the
mechanical stage of the second curved mirror of the telescope set the mirrors so that the He-Ne
beam is centered on the curved mirrors. The He-Ne beam and BBIR beam have different
collimation rates hence the He-Ne might actually converge compared to the optimal spacing for
the curved mirror telescope distance for the BBIR.

To align for the He-Ne and BBIR overlap use the single channel MCT (Mercury
Cadmium Telluride) detector for the integrated signal of the BBIR beam. The detector is set
before the beam enters the deformable mirror pulse compressor for compression and lens allows
for the beam to be focused on the pixel for detector. The detector needs to be cooled before being used so remember to fill the Dewar of the detector with liquid N$_2$. For the alignment two irises are used: the iris after the Silicon wafer set in a post permanently (Figure A2.1;IP: 6, Iris Label: Iris BBIR/HeNe after Si approx. 6.5”) and the iris after set before the single channel detector (Figure A2.1;IP 7, Entering Pulse shaper Iris grating height). The best alignment is achieved when using both Irises, the near field mirror is used to maximize the detector signal and using combination of the far-field mirrors to achieve maximum IR signal in the detector. Alternate between the near field and the far field so you get independent control of the two different dimensions to get the ideal alignment and overlap between the He-Ne and BBIR. Make sure the alignment of the He-Ne beam is not changed once the He-Ne and IR overlap is optimized.

Figure A2.2: (A) BBIR generation by filamentation of 800 nm/400 nm light field. (B) Orientation of mounted BBO crystal for Type I second harmonic generation. The axis of rotation represents the phase matching angle to maximize the second harmonic generation.

To optimize the output of the BBIR a combination of different optics can be changed: the BBO crystal, the Calcite timing plate, Gas cell, Grating compressor in the Regenerative amplifier of the Laser. The BBO crystal has two different angles that can be optimized: one for

| WP1: Half-wave plate polarizer [\lambda/2 @ 800 nm] |
| Beta-BBO: 0.1 mm Type I barium borate crystal (Eksma Optics) |
| TP: Birefringent calcite crystal (Newlight Photonics) |
| WP2: A dual wavelength half-wave plate polarizer [\lambda/2 @ 800 nm and \lambda @ 400 nm] (Newlight Photonics) |
| FO: 1 m focal length silver-coated concave mirror |
| GC: Home built 1.2 m stainless steel gas cell capped with 1 mm thick UVFS (entrance) and a 2 mm BaF$_2$ window (exit). |
| Si: 0.25 mm thick silicon wafer placed at Brewster’s angle. |
the polarization dependency of the mixing of two photons of 800nm and phase matching angle set in the rotation stage. For the type I crystal, crystal must be orientated (the angle of the phase of the crystal) with the incident beam properly aligned and at normal incidence. The crystal should also be tuned with respect to the axis of rotation (in this case the phase matching angle) to optimize the power of the second harmonic generation. Look at the Figure A2.2B for visual details about the angle. The calcite timing plate should be set to optimize the BBIR generated by using the detection from the single channel detector. A combination of the BBO phase matching angle and timing plate assures that the optics is set for the maximum BBIR generation. The grating compressor in the Amplifier can be controlled by the software provided by Newport. You can control the chirp of the 800nm pulse by clicking the right or left clicks of the mouse in the tab (XXX). The combination of chirp settings and BBO crystal angle and timing plate angle allows for the control of the output BBIR generation. Beware that there are local minima in the Grating compressor chirp control that allows for different local maxima for output of the BBIR generation. Don’t forget to take large sweeps in the chirp settings and BBO angles to check the maximum output of the BBIR.

Figure A2.3: The schematic for BBIR generation including the taps for the vacuum and gas cylinder for filling and vacuuming.
To control the output and the area of focus of the 800nm and 400nm pulses the gas cell can be moved vertically and horizontally to get the all of the BBIR output since the collinear geometry doesn’t guarantee that the IR follows the visible outputs. To control where the filamentation process happens, translate the gas cell across the direction of the focusing vector. This is especially useful when there is white light generated because of the high power density of the 800nm and 400nm pulses when they transmit through the BaF$_2$ window at the end of the gas cell. While translating the gas cell towards the direction of the transmission optics for the generation of the BBIR, the focusing of the beams happens near the front of the gas cell and hence the BaF$_2$ window doesn’t generate the white light. A combination of all these factor lets you achieve good efficiency of the BBIR generation.

Changing the pressure of the Gas cell by using the compressed air cylinder and the vacuum motor allows for spectral tuning. To flush the gas cell start the vacuum motor and open the taps and switches on the side of the vacuum meter. Watch the pressure gauge and make sure the pressure is dropping so that the gas cell is completely empty. This might take a while for the pressure to drop below 5 Torr. Close the taps before turning off the vacuum pump so that you can keep the pressure at 5 Torr or less. To fill the gas cell, turn the regulators on the gas cylinder for positive pressure and open the taps and switches on the other side of the gas cell. This allows for the gas cell to fill with the compressed air or any gas of choice. Adjust the taps so that there is a consistent positive flow of gas by monitoring the pressure gauge. Be careful with the taps because it the gas can fill up very quickly and the pressure may quickly rise. Adjust the taps till you reach desired pressure and close the taps to contain the gas in the cell. Turn off the regulator in the gas cylinder to keep the pressure constant in the gas cell. Flush and fill the gas cell three times before setting up the required gas in the required pressure. The spectral tuning and
different pulse energies are possible for a combination of different pressure and gasses as well as crystal angles and chirp conditions. For reference, look at the table below for various conditions in compressed air. Use the spectral filters with the integrated measurements to tune the spectrum without looking at the spectrum in the array detector. The grating was selected using the grating equation given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure of air in gas cell</th>
<th>650 Torr</th>
<th>760 Torr</th>
<th>900 Torr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Center ($\omega_0$)</td>
<td>2000 cm(^{-1})</td>
<td>2300 cm(^{-1})</td>
<td>2600 cm(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full width at 10% maximum spectral bandwidth ($\Delta \omega$)</td>
<td>1208 cm(^{-1})</td>
<td>1121 cm(^{-1})</td>
<td>1444 cm(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Energy</td>
<td>120 nJ</td>
<td>180 nJ</td>
<td>240 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transform Limit of BBIR pulse</td>
<td>15 fs</td>
<td>16 fs</td>
<td>16.5 fs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2.1: Conditions of the BBIR output under various pressure of compressed air
Alignment of the pulse shaper:

![Diagram of pulse shaper alignment](image)

**4f adaptive optic compressor design**

Figure A2.4: Experimental setup for the pulse shaper. IP labels are Iris positions used for the respective iris.

The pulse shaper is built with the 4f geometry with $f$ being 20.3 cm. The grating was selected using the grating equation given below:

$$\sin \alpha + \sin \beta = N \times m \times \lambda$$

Where $N$ is the number of slits per mm; $m$ is the order of diffraction; $\lambda$ is wavelength; $\alpha$ is the angle between the incident light and normal to grating; $\beta$ is the angle between the diffracted light and normal to grating. The curved mirror allows the different orders to be focused into the deformable mirror and the refocused on the grating on the second round trip. To set the first mirror at the 20° angle to the grating, set the height of the incoming pulse using the Iris (Iris entering pulse shaper Iris grating height 6.5in) by looking at some far field place. To set the angle for the mirror, draw on the breadboard the 20° going into the grating. The aluminum block is machined so that the height of the grating on top of the grating mount is 6.5”. Set the
aluminum block and the grating such that the angle is set correct and the aluminum block is in the far end of the breadboard. The square mirror was chosen such that the outgoing beam from the pulse shaper misses this mirror and hits the other mirror these set at lower height.

Figure A2.5: Theoretical Efficiency 40gr/mm, 1st order, 5.5° blaze, λ=4.8μm, Al. The Blue trace is the average efficiency of the two polarization possibility. The Red trace is the response to S polarized light whereas the Green trace is response to the P polarization light.

Once the block is set, for the first time alignment you can use a use a small portion of the 800 nm fundamental pulse so that the order are seen more visible. The 6th order of the 800 nm pulse should be close to the 4.8μ that is the blazed wavelength of the grating. This should be the brightest order seen as well. The IP position shown in Figure A2.4 as IR 1 is set to be the centered at the blazed wavelength and the Iris used is Iris entering pulse shaper Iris grating height 6.5in. To center the grating use a far field position beyond the curved mirror to act as a near field. To set the tilt of the grating, use the tilting knob on the grating mount and set the height. To align vertically use the angle in the grating position to make sure the 6th order of the
800nm pulse is center on the correct bolt row. The 800nm beam is only to make sure that the grating the is set well to be centered around 4.8μ but do not let the 800nm pulse go to the deformable mirror. The mirror is gold coated and hence 800nm pulse should not hit the silicon nitride mirror. Set the curved mirror on the translational stages 20.3 cm away from the grating. The translational stage gives you fine alignment ability in both the horizontal and Z axis.

![Diagram of grating and curved mirror](image)

Figure A2.6: Profile of the grating (left) and Curved mirror (right). The top beam profile is the incoming beam profile and bottom beam is the outgoing beam profile. The beam profiles are for the IR but He-Ne beam can also be thought of similarly for visual interpretation.

Now is the time to start using the He-Ne to align the rest of the pulse shaper. Use the Iris at Iris Position 6 (Figure A2.1; Iris label Iris BBIR/He-Ne after Si approx. 6.5”) to separate the diffraction gratings of He-Ne. Count the grating orders to give you the 7th He-Ne order and center it on IR position 2 (Figure A2.4; Iris entering pulse shaper Iris grating height 6.5in). The 7th order should be the brightest order since the He-Ne is blazed at 4.8μ. Remember because the He-Ne is a CW laser, there will be negative orders as well. So remember to count the orders well and learn the brightness gradient for the -2 to 2 orders. This will help to align the pulse shaper on
a day to day basis as well as centering the pulse shaper on different orders when you move the BBIR to more red/blue wavelengths. For minor alignments on the curved mirror do not use the tilt knob on gratings, rather use the first gold mirror before the grating. Not tilt the curved mirror so that the focused He-Ne orders falls close the grating on the deformable mirror. The deformable mirror does not have mirror knobs to align the outgoing beam. Set the deformable mirror 20.3 cm away from the curved mirror adjacent to the grating. Align the curved mirror so that the outgoing beams are seen in the profile in Figure A2.6. Remember that the outgoing beam is set at 5.8 in at IR position 2 (IR Label: Leaving pulse shaper 5.85in). On a day to day basis, use only the He-Ne and the Iris for the incoming and outgoing beams. Use the curved mirror and initial mirror to do major alignment. The grating can be rotated so that the center of the pulse shaper is on the different orders. This is also useful to do when you are taking a look at the spectrum at the array detector. Check to see if all the frequency components are placed within the mirror length. For lower pressure of the gas cell with red frequencies, you can rotate the grating to fit all the red components within the deformable mirror. To set the height of the outgoing beam the Iris (IR Label: Leaving pulse shaper 5.85in) at Ir position 2 and IR position 1. The height is bought back to 6.5” using two mirrors before the compressed beam enters the interferometer.
The genetic algorithm is written using LabView and the optimization is done using the same software. The Screen shot below tells the common factor entered to get a good optimization from the pulse shaper. Ideal optimization is performed by using the integrated XFROG signal from the photodiode. The GPIB and the base address is from the Locking amplifier. The population size is usually 20 to get a good optimization within 10-15 minutes. To get ideal results, run the genetic algorithm for 50-75 generations. Most of these factors can be kept constant for similar results.
Figure A2.8: Screen shots of the main genetic algorithm window. Press start after the reading is set to start the algorithm.

The following screen shots are some of the other VI’s to help reset all the actuator voltages to zero or manually enter the voltages to see the effect of the voltages on the mirror shape.
Figure A2.9: Screen shots to reset the voltages to zero.

Figure 2.10: Screen shots of the VI to set the voltages manually.
References:

Chapter 3: Probing ultrafast vibrational dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen bonds with broadband Infrared pump-probe spectroscopy.

3.1 Summary

Understanding the microscopic interactions governing the vibrational dynamics of inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonds is important for elucidating the structure-function relationships of molecular complexes in biology, chemistry and material science. Of particular interest is learning how the transfer of the proton from a donor to an acceptor is modulated by the motions of the molecule and the surrounding solvent. Intramolecular proton transfer in the excited state has practical applications for developing dye molecules and molecular switches. Our ability to make better dye molecules hinges on understanding the role of vibrational dynamics in intramolecular hydrogen-bonded complexes in the ground and electronic excited states. These include luminescence sensors which allow the excited state proton transfer with the addition of analytes. They can be used as molecular fluorescent probes as a way to label and study DNA-protein interaction [9, 10]. The dynamics of hydrogen bonds in solution is associated with crucial processes that dictate many different chemical and biological reactions. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding plays a special role in important intramolecular interactions and a critical element in selected molecular arrangements. The formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonds has a very pronounced effect on molecular structure and properties.

With the compressed BBIR, we have the advantage of the large bandwidth that can be used to probe the hydrogen bonding dynamics. Utilizing this, we present the results from the study which focus on the vibrational dynamics on the electronic ground state of the two intramolecular H-bonded complexes 10-Hydroxybenzo[h]quinolone (HBQ) and 2-(2’-Hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) which have been used as dye molecules since excited state
proton transfer results in a large Stokes shift [95]. In these molecules, the proton is bonded to the hydroxyl group and is engaged in H-bonding interactions with the N atom as seen from the structure in Figure 3.1. These molecules exhibit broad OH stretches which are structured and reminiscent of the vibrational spectra of the OH stretch of strongly H-bonded systems. The potential of the OH stretch is modulated by low frequency modes which gate the ON distance. This study revealed the high anharmonicity of the model systems as well as time scales that matches with other hydrogen bonding systems. The pump-probe results elucidate the low frequency motions coupled to the fundamental $\nu_{OH}$ and the results complement well with the anharmonic theory calculations performed for the systems. The results follow closely with previous studies on these chromophores. The low frequency structural motions represented a ‘cogwheel’ type motion that allowed the donor and acceptor groups to come closer.

3.2 Experimental Methods:

HBQ and HBT were obtained commercially from TCI and Sigma Aldrich, respectively and used without further purification. Both molecules were dissolved in anhydrous carbon tetrachloride ($\text{CCl}_4$), purchased from Sigma Aldrich, at a concentration of ~300 mM. This concentration results in an optical density of the solution at the OH stretching frequency ($\nu$) of 0.3. The vibrational spectra of the $\nu_{OH}$ in the HBQ and HBT samples were obtained using a JASCO FT/IR-4100 spectrometer with 2 cm$^{-1}$ resolution. The solution samples were placed in a commercial sample cell which utilizes CaF$_2$ windows separated by a 250 μm thick Teflon spacer. The use of $\text{CCl}_4$ as the solvent minimizes spectral interference from the solvent across the vibrational spectrum of the $\nu_{OH}$.

The pump-probe experiments utilized femtosecond mid-infrared (IR) laser pulses produced using a commercial Ti-Sapphire oscillator and regenerative amplifier, which generated 40 fs
pulses centered at 800 nm at a repetition rate of 1 KHz with pulse energies of 4 mJ/pulse. The fundamental 800 nm pulses were split and used as pump, probe or gating pulses (for pulse characterization). The IR pump pulses were generated in a home-built, β-BBO based, double-pass optical parametric amplifier (OPA) followed by difference frequency generation (DFG) in a 500 μm thick AgGaS₂ crystal. For HBQ, the IR pump pulse was centered at 2611 cm⁻¹ with a bandwidth of 530 cm⁻¹ (full width at 10%) as shown by the blue spectrum in Fig 3.1(a). For the HBT sample, the pump pulse was centered at 2888 cm⁻¹ to with a bandwidth of 550 cm⁻¹ (full width at 10%). The pump pulses were temporally characterized using the cross-correlation frequency resolved optical gating (XFROG) technique [96]. Briefly, the IR pump pulse was mixed with a 800 nm pulse in a 100 μm thick Type I Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) crystal and the resultant sum frequency generated (SFG) signal was spectrally dispersed with a spectrometer (Thorlabs CCS200) as a function of the time delay between the input pulses. The X-FROG measurement revealed that the IR pump-pulses were ~60 fs in duration. The 800 nm reference field used in the X-FROG measurement was separately characterized by spectral phase interferometry for direct-electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) and used as an input in the X-FROG pulse retrieval algorithm.

The BBIR probe pulse was generated by using the previously described [45] process of filamentation of the fundamental (800nm, 3.5 mJ) and the second harmonic (400 nm) pulses in a pressure controlled gas cell. The BBIR beam is isolated from the 800nm and 400 nm pulses by transmission through a 250-μm thick silicon (Si) wafer at Brewster’s angle before being collimated. The BBIR probe pulse was temporally compressed using the 4f deformable mirror (DM) pulse shaper that has been outlined previously [97]. To help with the temporal compression 2 mm anti-reflection (AR) coated Germanium was added in the BBIR path along
with 1 mm CaF$_2$ to compensate for the sample cell and other transmissive optical elements in the probe beam path. A Genetic algorithm was used to optimize the pulse compression through a feedback loop that maximizes the detected SFG intensity generated from mixing the 800 nm gating pulse and BBIR pulse in a LiNbO$_3$ crystal. For the HBQ and HBT pump-probe experiments, the pressure in the gas cell was set at 1000 Torr which tuned the probe spectrum to center at 2600 cm$^{-1}$ and spectral width of greater than 1500 cm$^{-1}$ (full width at 10% max) as seen in Figure 3.1 (black traces, right axis). The electric field reconstruction of the BBIR was performed by using the same method (XFROG) as the pump field and resulted in pulse width of ~30fs. Any residual chirp after the experimental correction is handled by using the pump-probe data for the solvent, CCl$_4$ as the instrumental response. The instrument response over the various gratings was accommodated by fitting with a quadratic function and the experimental data was corrected accordingly. The figures for the correction are shown in the Appendix for chapter 3.

The pump and probe beams with the same polarization were focused non-collinearly into the sample using an off-axis parabolic mirror (f=101.5 mm). The focused pump beam had a spot size of ~150 μm and pulse energy of 400 nJ. The probe pulse was focused to a spot size of <100 μm and pulse energy of ~50nJ/pulse. The time delay, $\tau$, between the pump and probe pulses is adjusted with a computer controlled translation stage (Newport, XMS100). The pump pulse is blocked after the sample and the pump-probe signal is dispersed at the focal plane of a 0.19 m spectrometer (Triax 190, Horiba Jobin Yvon, 75 grooves/mm grating) using a 2 $\times$ 64 pixel mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) array detector (IR0144, Infrared Systems Development). The signal was collected using band pass filters (either 2.5–5.1 μm or 4.5–8.5 μm) to eliminate the higher diffraction orders from the grating in the spectrometer as a result of the broad bandwidth of the BBIR. A total of 8 grating positions (centered at 2700 nm, 3350 nm, 4000 nm, 4650 nm,
5300 nm and 5950 nm) were used to collect the averaged (~80000 shots) pump-probe signal for both HBQ and HBT. A chopper is placed in the pump arm allowing the collection of the weak pump-probe signal at 500 Hz and discriminating it from the much stronger probe pulse.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of HBQ and HBT were conducted in the Gaussian 16 software package[98] using the unrestricted Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (uB3LYP) functional and 6-311++G (d,p) basis set. A polarizable continuum model (PCM) was used to account for the solvation of these compounds in CCl₄. Following geometry optimization vibrational frequencies were calculated using Gaussian’s default anharmonic frequency calculation settings. An integration grid of 150 radial points and 770 angular points was utilized to ensure accuracy of the optimized equilibrium structures and subsequent anharmonic calculations [99].

Figure 3.1: Solvent (CCl₄) subtracted FTIR of the HBQ (left) and HBT (right) compound showing the area of interest (-OH stretch) is seen in red (left axis, red). The molecular structures of the compounds (HBQ and HBT) are shown above the respective FTIR spectra. The normalized pump and probe spectrum is shown in blue-dotted and black-dashed respectively (right axis, black). The dashed black line is a trace of the broadband mid-IR spectral content of the probe used during the pump-probe experiment. The dotted blue line is a trace of the DFG mid-IR spectral content of the pump used during the pump-probe experiment.
3.3 Results and Discussion:

The FTIR spectra of ~300mM sample of HBQ and HBT (Figure 3.1) indicate the broad line shape of the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ spanning 2300 cm$^{-1}$ to 3260 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to a bandwidth of 960 cm$^{-1}$ (full width at 10% of the max). The $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ vibration overlaps with the aromatic $\nu_{\text{CH}}$ that can be observed as the sharp feature at 3061 cm$^{-1}$ for HBQ and 3069 cm$^{-1}$ for HBT respectively. The broad features and multiple peaks seen in the high frequency $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch can be attributed to complicated underlying dynamics. For HBQ the oscillatory features seen atop the -OH frequency are spaced out at 60 cm$^{-1}$ (between 2600 cm$^{-1}$ and 2900 cm$^{-1}$) while the HBT has spacing of between 80-100 cm$^{-1}$ (between 2770 cm$^{-1}$ and 2990 cm$^{-1}$). Hydrogen bonding systems are characterized by the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ having large bandwidth as well as structure as seen in HBQ and HBT that is attributed commonly to Frank-Condon like progressions due to anharmonic coupling to low frequency structural modes[100]. The broad nature of the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch can pose issues as the fields necessary to probe this mode need to cover the fundamental as well as the overtone for the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch. This might encompass over hundreds of wavenumbers and currently the conventional mid IR sources are unable to achieve this. As indicated in the Figure 3.1, the pump mid-IR generated by the DFG does not contain enough spectral content for the entire region of the fundamental $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch and the overtone as needed to determine the dynamics. However, the BBIR probe used in this study allows us probe the entire fundamental and overtone of the OH region in addition to adjacent spectral information.

The OH peak of the FTIR is centered at 2771 cm$^{-1}$ for the HBQ system and 2930 cm$^{-1}$ for the HBT model system. The blue shift of the OH stretch for the HBT compared to HBQ is representative of the strength of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding. The crystal structure of HBQ found that bond length of the OH is between 1.34-1.36 Å while the structural optimization
in our computational study gave us bond length for the OH stretch as 0.99 Å [101]. While the crystal structure of the HBT has not been published, the structural optimization in our theory calculation gave us OH bond length of 0.989 Å. The red shift in the HBQ compared to HBT is due to the stronger hydrogen bonding OH---N that can be seen by the bond lengths of OH bond.

The parallel (ZZZZ) pump-probe spectra of HBQ and HBT in CCl4 solvent as a function of the detection frequency at various time delays are shown in Figure 3.2. The bleach (negative peak)
is centered at the peak of the FTIR transition and represents the $v_0$ to $v_1$ and the excited state absorption (positive peak) is centered at the transition from the $v_1$ to the $v_2$ state. To calculate the anharmonicity, the pump probe trace at ~200 fs was fit for a bleach and overtone separately and the difference between the center frequencies is reported. HBQ complex exhibits an anharmonicity of 600 cm$^{-1}$ and anharmonicity of HBT is calculated to be 815 cm$^{-1}$. FTIR studies on similar phenol–OH(OD)-pyridine systems found that the anharmonicities of the $v$(OH–N) vibration is between 180-250 cm$^{-1}$ [102]. Another similar study involving dialcohol systems in an apolar solvent showed anharmonicities of hydrogen bonded OH stretch between 160-180 cm$^{-1}$. Compared to these experiments, HBQ and HBT have large anharmonicity that have been attributed to mixed character of the structural motions rather than pure OH anharmonicities. This kind of mixed character could be a combination of various bend-stretch-shearing motions coupled very strong. This again proves that normal mode representation is a very poor model to understand these systems[103].

Fitting the pump-probe time traces at bleach and excited state absorption frequencies is indicative of the lifetimes of the vibrational dynamics in these model systems. Both HBQ and HBT exhibit an initial very fast time component across all frequencies less than 100 fs. These initial fast dynamics is under the instrument response limit of the experiment and can be attributed to spectral shifts due kerr nonlinearities as well as the non-resonant pure solvent response. The second time component is much longer and can be attributed to the $v_{OH}$ vibrational relaxation. The bleach frequencies for HBQ systems, between 2700 cm$^{-1}$ to 2900 cm$^{-1}$, yielded lifetimes between 2.3±0.5 ps to 1.0±0.3 ps. The overtone frequencies, between 2000 cm$^{-1}$ to 2200 cm$^{-1}$, has a lifetime of between 0.7±0.1 ps to 0.9±0.1 ps. The absorption dynamics has shown slightly faster dynamics to the bleach lifetimes. The fundamental frequencies also show a
decrease in lifetimes across the 200 cm\(^{-1}\) range that was measured. This change in timescale across the \(\nu_{OH}\) could be due to structural heterogeneity\([104]\). Similarly, HBT exhibits slightly different timescales for the bleach frequencies and absorption frequencies. The timescales for absorption frequencies between 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2000 cm\(^{-1}\) can be averaged to 1.4 ps due to low signal to noise in this region. The bleach frequencies, between 2950 cm\(^{-1}\) to 3100 cm\(^{-1}\), have time scales in the range from 1.5\(\pm\)0.4 ps to 1.1\(\pm\)0.1 ps. Previous vibrational study for the DBT in toluene has shown longer time scales corresponding to \(~3-6\) fs timescale \([93]\). The dampening of the \(\nu_{OH}\) compared to the \(\nu_{OD}\) could be due to isotope effects. The longer time scales seen in these systems, are characteristic of hydrogen bonded \(-\)OH systems like the di-alcohol systems studied by Lock et al \([105]\) and such as those by the \(\nu_{OH/OD}\) mode in D\(_2\)O/HOD vibrational relaxation experiments \([106, 107]\). In addition to the decay rates, the fundamental transition for both model systems has an offset to account for the decay to a non-zero value. Tokmakoff and co-workers have reported this in HOD/D\(_2\)O experiments indicating arises from an altered hydrogen bonding network where the \(\nu_{OD}\) mode relaxes into a “hot” ground state \([22, 105, 107, 108]\).
Figure 3.3: Pump-probe time traces and coupled low frequency modes of HBQ (A) and HBT (B). A) The pump-probe time traces at 2771 cm$^{-1}$ as indicated by the blue trace in Figure 3.A. This trace was chosen as it represents the fundamental region of the pump-probe spectrum. The blue-solid line and red-solid line for the 2771 cm$^{-1}$ frequency trace are the original data and bi-exponential fit, respectively. The residual trace from 180 fs for the bleach is shown as the yellow trace to 3.A. The inset contains the intensity spectra of the trace along 2771 cm$^{-1}$ calculated from the Fourier transform of the residual shown in yellow. The black-dashed sticks indicate harmonic frequency calculation modes (See Table 1). B) The pump-probe time traces at 2900 cm$^{-1}$ as indicated by the blue trace in Figure 3.B. These trace were chosen as it represents the fundamental region of the pump-probe spectrum for HBT. The blue-solid line and red-solid line for the 2900 cm$^{-1}$ frequency trace are the original data and bi-exponential fit, respectively. The residual trace from 180 fs for the bleach is shown as the yellow trace to 3.B. The inset contains the intensity spectra of the trace along 2900 cm$^{-1}$ calculated from the Fourier transform of the residual shown in yellow. The black-dashed sticks indicate the modes obtained from the anharmonic frequency calculation (See Table 1).
The time traces fit to a biexponential functions of a characteristic frequency of fundamental mode are shown in Figure 3.3A and 3.3B (blue and red traces). The residuals of the fits, calculated by subtracting the time trace with biexponential decay, in the fundamental region demonstrate a strong coherent oscillatory component for both the model systems (Figure 3.3A and 3.3B, yellow trace). In order to reveal the underlying structural modulations that give rise to the beats, the Fourier transform of the residual was performed as shown in insets for Figures 3.3A and 3.3B. The HBQ residual spectrum shows a strong anharmonically coupled low frequency mode at 248 cm\(^{-1}\) as well as at 220 cm\(^{-1}\). The DFT calculations (insets 3.3A stick Figures) agree well with the experimental results especially for the 240 cm\(^{-1}\) mode. To eliminate the possibility of the effect of instrument response from the solvent, CCl\(_4\), the Raman modes of the solvent need to be compared with the results. Previous studies have measured the low frequency solvent modes of CCl\(_4\) at 218 cm\(^{-1}\), 315 cm\(^{-1}\) (anisotropic), and 464 cm\(^{-1}\) (isotropic) [109, 110]. These solvent modes correspond closely to the shoulder at 220 cm\(^{-1}\) for the structural modes in HBQ. However the strongest peaks around 242 cm\(^{-1}\) are not the results of solvent response and is directly related the structure of the solute HBQ. This mode has been observed in the ESIPT study where the proton transfer was strongly coupled to this structural mode [79]. This is in agreement with the displacement vectors calculated by DFT for these vibrational modes (Figure 3.4) as seen with the stick Figures in Figure 3.3.

Similarly time traces for HBT and the biexponential fit for the fundamental frequency at 2900 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 3.3B, blue and red trace respectively) reveal very strong oscillatory component as seen in the residual trace (Figure 3.3, yellow trace). The Fourier transform of the residuals (black trace, 3.3B inset) demonstrate a strong coupling with the low frequency vibration at 118 cm\(^{-1}\). Apart from this strong influence, there are low intensity broad features from 150 cm\(^{-1}\) to
250 cm$^{-1}$ that are not resolved well enough to pick up particular features. These features could correspond to solute modes or could be from the solvent Raman modes. The strong mode at 118 cm$^{-1}$ matches well to the low frequency motion at 102 cm$^{-1}$ determined by the DFT calculations as seen in the stick Figures. The results deviate significantly from the theory calculations in the absence of the peak at 250 cm$^{-1}$ in the experiment.

![Figure 3.4: A) Correlation spectrum of HBQ indicating correlation of many high frequency modes with the low frequency modulation. The top panel indicates the linear spectrum of HBQ over the bleach frequencies. The red linear line indicates the maxima intensity along the $\omega_3$ over distinct characters in the correlation spectrum. B) Correlation spectrum of HBT indicating correlation of many high frequency modes with the low frequency modulation. The top panel indicates the linear spectrum of HBT over the bleach frequencies. The red linear line indicates the maxima intensity along the $\omega_3$ over distinct characters in the correlation spectrum](image)

The correlation spectra as a function of the low frequency modulations is shown in Figure 3.4 is the result taking the FT of all residuals for the fundamental and overtone transitions for both HBQ and HBT. The correlation spectrum for HBQ (Figure 3.4A) shows the presence of 245 cm$^{-1}$ over various high frequency modes in the fundamental bleach region and this kind of strong coupling to the fundamental transition suggests anharmonic coupling to the hydrogen bonding.
vibrations [23-35]. Transient absorption frequencies are unable to be resolved to get the low frequency modes. The most prominent feature in the correlation is seen as 245 cm\(^{-1}\) structural mode. For this mode the strongest coupling for the HBQ, is seen the wings fundamental stretch shown in the FTIR, and there is a clear shift in the low frequency mode correlated in the bulk of the fundamental mode. The wings of the FTIR are strongly correlated to the motion at 245 cm\(^{-1}\) while the bulk of the fundamental frequency is more weakly correlated with 250 cm\(^{-1}\). The next prominent feature is the mode at 223 cm\(^{-1}\) and this could be attributed to two different modes: the molecular mode contributed from the solute or the anistropic Raman mode from the solvent. The rigid geometry of HBQ complex plays a major role in how the structural dynamics affects the \(\nu_{OH}\) vibrational dynamics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode description</th>
<th>HBQ (\omega_j (\text{cm}^{-1}))</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Cubic constants</th>
<th>HBT (\omega_j (\text{cm}^{-1}))</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Cubic constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Butterfly', Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>86.89</td>
<td>1.5881</td>
<td>-18.94</td>
<td>64.58</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>102.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>208.06</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>202.59</td>
<td>0.6151</td>
<td>-17.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)(-Py) or (\beta)(-C3H3NS) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>220.02</td>
<td>3.8106</td>
<td>21.68</td>
<td>239.62</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-45.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Cogwheel', Symmetric ip bend</td>
<td>241.81</td>
<td>3.3802</td>
<td>59.46</td>
<td>108.47</td>
<td>0.9685</td>
<td>-67.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Description of the low frequency modes calculated for HBQ and HBT with the anharmonic correction \(\omega\). (ip= in-plane, oop= out of plane)

For HBT, the correlation spectrum shown in Figure 3.4B show that strongly coupled mode in the bleach with 118 cm\(^{-1}\) as well as lesser strongly coupled modes around 180 cm\(^{-1}\) and 220 cm\(^{-1}\). Similar to HBQ correlation map, the transient absorption frequencies do not show contribution from the structural modes. Contrary to the results from HBQ, the mode at 118 cm\(^{-1}\) is correlated over the majority of the linear spectrum. There is no shift in the correlation map over the fundamental frequency and this could be because this mode is the main contributor to the \(\nu_{OH}\) anharmonicity. The modes around 180 cm\(^{-1}\) and 220 cm\(^{-1}\) modes also show correlation over the
bulk of the fundamental frequency region. Similar to HBQ, the 220 cm\(^{-1}\) mode could be representative of the anisotropic Raman mode from the solvent, CCl\(_4\) or it could also molecular motion of HBT. Theoretical calculations show a closely associated mode at 240 cm\(^{-1}\) that could be the molecular motion seen. HBT, in contrast to HBQ, has more flexibility in the structure that allows for more out of plane structural motions that affects the vibrational dynamics of HBT compared to that of the HBQ.

The anharmonic frequency calculations for both the systems are able to provide visualization of the different molecular motions that could be strongly associated with \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\). Tables 1 and 2 highlights the low frequency modes as well as the cubic coupling constants calculated that could be coupled to the \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\) mode and contribute to the correlation spectrum shown (Figure 4.4A and 4.4B). For HBQ, the calculations that show a possible corresponding modulation at 241 cm\(^{-1}\) that matched very closely to the experimental results seen in Figure 4.4A. The calculations indicate a ‘cogwheel’ like symmetric in-plane bend providing the bond between the phenol and amine as the backbone for a breathing motion. This motion deliberately brings the nitrogen and proton from the OH bond closer and indicates that this motion might facilitate to the proton transfer in the excited state. The 241 cm\(^{-1}\) mode correlates to a very high cubic coupling of 59.3 cm\(^{-1}\) and the 220 cm\(^{-1}\) mode which correlates to the strongest intensity has a coupling constant of 21.6 cm\(^{-1}\). These numbers match the intensity of the oscillations seen in the experiment and hence the strength of the correlation of the mode. The calculations also yield a \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\) fundamental frequency of 2716 cm\(^{-1}\) which closely matches the fundamental frequency of the FTIR at 2771 cm\(^{-1}\).

Theory calculations for HBT seen in Table 1B and shows the mode at 102 cm\(^{-1}\) replicates the cogwheel motion that reduces the O-H distance. Similarly, this motion has a high cubic coupling constant that results in strong correlation as seen in correlation map in Figure 4.4B. This mode
has been observed in many theory calculations as well as the vibrational study on DBT [14, 19-26]. This low frequency mode can also be seen in the peak spacing of 80-100 cm\(^{-1}\) as seen in the linear spectrum (Figure 4.1). Other vibrational motions that are notable due to their high intensities and correlations are the modes at 64 cm\(^{-1}\) and 260 cm\(^{-1}\) but both these modes are absent from the experimental correlation spectrum. Theory might be unable to completely replicate the anharmonicity picture for HBT well.

The line shapes of the OH mode as seen in the FTIR pose a unique problem in understanding the vibrational landscape. In other similar systems exhibiting strong hydrogen bonding, this phenomenon is attributed mainly to anharmonic coupling through low frequency structural modes giving rise to broad lineshapes with complex structure. Following this theory, correlation of the \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\) with the low frequency mode in the HBQ and HBT complex strongly suggests anharmonic coupling through low frequency structural modes gives rise to these broad lineshapes as seen in Figure 3.1. For HBQ system the above observations coincide with the vibrational analysis of the data collected by Chou and co-workers where the vibrational mode between 230 and 250 cm\(^{-1}\) has been observed as having a significant impact on the ESIPT. For HBT, the results have shown the presence of strong coupling to a motion that is very similar to the mode in HBQ but red shifted by about 120 cm\(^{-1}\). The reason for this shift could be due to a different structure moiety between the two model systems as well as the presence of a heavier Sulphur atom that is not present in HBQ.

The clear difference in the strength of the oscillation between HBT and HBQ in the fundamental region may be attributed due the difference in the skeletal moiety of the two molecules. HBQ has a fairly planar structure due to the three rings that force the molecule to the plane while HBT has a single bond connecting the rings (between the donor and acceptor) that
allow for more flexibility for the structural modes. The ability to have more flexibility to bring
the donor and acceptor molecule in HBT can be the reason behind the increased intensity of the
oscillations of the 118 cm\(^{-1}\) that is observed. Theoretical studies show that the ESIPT mechanism
in HBT is passive due to this flexibility in the skeletal structure while in HBQ, the mechanism
takes a semi passive role due to the rigidity [112].

The study shown has a few significant faults that might impact the conclusions drawn. The
main issue is that the carbon dioxide absorption which occupies a significant region within the
overtone and fundamental region of HBQ/HBT that we are unable to access. This lack of
information does limit the conclusions we can make about possible coupling. However, the
information we do have does clearly indicate very strong anharmonic coupling to low frequency
structural modulations that likely play a major role in the proton transfer mechanism. To help
with this, isotope studies using DBQ and DBT where the OD stretch can avoid the carbon
dioxide stretch. In addition ultrafast visible-pump IR-probe experiments, similar to the one done
on HBT by Nibbering et al. may yield information about the proton transfer and electron transfer
[85].

### 3.4 Conclusion

Both the systems, HBQ and HBT, have complex structural dynamics that greatly affect the
proton transfer in the excited state. The vibrational dynamics of the \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\) revealed that low
frequency structural modulations at 245 cm\(^{-1}\) for HBQ and 112 cm\(^{-1}\) for HBT were
anharmonically coupled to the \(\nu_{\text{OH}}\). These values correspond well with the motions seen from the
theoretical calculations. The results clearly indicate very strong anharmonic coupling to low
frequency structural modulations that likely play a major role in the proton transfer mechanism
of ESIPT reactions.
Figure A3.1: Biexponential fits (black) and time traces (colors, legend) for both HBQ and HBT across select frequencies highlighting the fast and slow time component in the bleach and overtone frequencies. The traces are adjusted in intensity so that they stack up in the y-axis.

Figure A3.2: Chirp correction for the pump probe data performed with the correction factor from the solvent response across the frequencies for HBQ model systems. (A) Corresponds to the uncorrected HBQ spectrum that clearly shows the tilt across the 2400 cm\(^{-1}\) to 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) frequency range. (B) Corrected pump-probe spectrum for HBQ after the gradient of the tilt from the solvent response is used to correct the HBQ pump probe spectrum.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode description</th>
<th>$\omega_j$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Cubic constants (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Butterfly', Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>86.89</td>
<td>1.5881</td>
<td>-18.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$(PhOH)/t(-Py) Structural torsion</td>
<td>116.7</td>
<td>0.2042</td>
<td>-13.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$(PhOH)/$\beta$(-Ph) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>208.06</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$(-Py) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>220.02</td>
<td>3.8106</td>
<td>21.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Cogwheel', Symmetric ip bend</td>
<td>241.81</td>
<td>3.3802</td>
<td>59.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$(PhOH)/b(-Py) Asymmetric oop bend</td>
<td>290.07</td>
<td>0.2653</td>
<td>-15.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond shearing, Asymmetric ip bend</td>
<td>386.9</td>
<td>2.0223</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Description</th>
<th>wavenumber</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Cubic constants (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twist', Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>18.62</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>-83.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Butterfly', Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>64.58</td>
<td>0.9795</td>
<td>102.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Cogwheel', Symmetric ip bend</td>
<td>108.47</td>
<td>0.9685</td>
<td>-67.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(PhOH)/b(-C3H3NS) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>146.85</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(Ph)/b(-C3H3NS) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>202.59</td>
<td>0.6151</td>
<td>-17.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(-C3H3NS) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>239.62</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-45.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond shearing, symmetric ip bend</td>
<td>260.64</td>
<td>1.5951</td>
<td>-73.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond shearing, Asymmetric ip bend</td>
<td>290.97</td>
<td>5.651</td>
<td>17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(PhOH)/b(-C8H7NS) Asymmetric oop bend</td>
<td>319.73</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>-25.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3.3: Description of the low frequency modes calculated for HBQ and HBT with the anharmonic correction. (ip = in-plane, oop = out-of-plane)
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Chapter 4: Femtosecond Infrared Pump-probe studies on DBQ

4.1 Summary
Direct geometric information can be obtained from mid-IR pump–mid-IR probe experiments on vibrational bands that exhibit features of anharmonic coupling between vibrational modes [1, 2]. Following our detailed experiments with HBQ and HBT, we were interested in studying the effect of isotopes on the oscillatory change of OD stretching mode. Similar studies have been performed on phthalic acid monomethylester (PMME) and modulation on the IR pump probe signal with a period of 330 fs has been observed, indicating a coherent motion of the hydrogen bond. The coherent motions have been ascribed to anharmonic coupling between the O–D stretching mode $v_{OD}$ and a low-frequency out-of-plane motion of the two sub-groups that are connected to each other through the hydrogen bond [3-5]. In addition, mid IR pump-probe studies on the deuterated version of HBT, hydroxy-deuterated 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole in toluene has shown the presence of a wave packet with a frequency of 118 cm$^{-1}$ mode modulating the length of the hydrogen bond [1, 6]. In this chapter we present preliminary evidence for coherent vibrational motions of low frequency in the of the high-frequency O–D stretching mode of an intramolecular hydrogen bond. The vibrational dynamics of the OD stretching vibration ($v_{OD}$) of this system was studied using dispersed infrared pump-probe spectroscopy. This study revealed that low frequency structural 230 cm$^{-1}$ for DBQ was anharmonically coupled to the $v_{OD}$ mode.

4.2 Experimental Method:

HBQ is commercially available from TCI. DBQ was obtained by repeated deuteron/hydrion exchange to $>$90% enrichment in CDCl$_3$ solvent. The isotope substitution was done under nitrogen in a plastic glove bag (Atmos glove bag, Signa Aldrich) to get isolated and controlled environment. DBQ were prepared in CCl$_4$ at a concentration of ~0.3 M to give FTIR Optical
density of 0.38. The use of CCl$_4$ is to halt the intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the solute and isolate the intramolecular hydrogen bond. The vibrational spectra of the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ in the HBQ and HBT samples were obtained using a JASCO FT/IR-4100 spectrometer with 2 cm$^{-1}$ resolution. The solution samples were placed in a commercial sample cell which utilizes CaF$_2$ windows separated by a 250 $\mu$m thick Teflon spacer. The use of CCl$_4$ as the solvent minimizes spectral interference from the solvent across the vibrational spectrum of the $\nu_{\text{OH}}$.

The optical details of this experiment are very similar to the experimental details outlined in chapter 3 for the pump-probe experiments on HBQ/HBT. The infrared pump-field was generated by difference frequency generation by an in-house built optical parametric amplifier. The mid IR pump pulses were centered at 2050 cm$^{-1}$ for DBQ as shown by the blue spectrum in Figure 4.1. The pump-field was temporally characterized as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2 resulting pulse widths at half max of ~60 fs.

The mid-IR probe-field was generated by using the broadband IR (BBIR) technique described in chapter 2 and chapter 3 [7, 8]. For the DBQ pump-probe experiments, the pressure in the gas cell was set at 600 Torr which achieved a spectral width greater than 900 cm$^{-1}$ centered at 2100 cm$^{-1}$ as shown by the black spectrum in Figure 4.2. The BBIR was temporally characterized by the XFROG method detailed in chapter 2 [9]. The pump pulse was sent through a variable delay stage, focused into the sample cell in pump probe geometry (spot size 100 $\mu$m) and spatially overlapped with the probe pulses. After interacting with the sample the probe pulses were spectrally dispersed and broad-band detected using a 32-channel HgCdTe detector to collect pump robe spectra. This cross-correlation yielded a pulse width of 40 fs for the BBIR. A total of 5 grating positions (centered at 3350 nm, 4000 nm, 4650 nm, 5300 nm and 5950 nm) were used to collect the averaged (~80000 shots) pump-probe signal for DBQ dissolved in CCl$_4$. A chopper
is placed in the pump arm allowing the collection of the weak pump-probe signal at 500 Hz and discriminating it from the much stronger probe pulse.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of DBQ and HBT were conducted in the Gaussian 16 software package [10] using the unrestricted Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (uB3LYP) functional and 6-311++G (d,p) basis set. A polarizable continuum model (PCM) was used to account for the solvation of these compounds in CCl₄. Following geometry optimization vibrational frequencies were calculated using Gaussian’s default anharmonic frequency calculation settings. An integration grid of 150 radial points and 770 angular points was utilized to ensure accuracy of the optimized equilibrium structures and subsequent anharmonic calculations [11].

![Figure 4.1: Solvent (CCl4) subtracted FTIR of the DBQ (left) compound showing the area of interest (-OH stretch) is seen in red (left axis, red). The molecular structures of DBQ are shown above the FTIR spectra. The normalized pump and probe spectrum is shown in blue-dotted and black-dashed respectively (right axis, black). The dashed black line is a trace of the broadband mid-IR spectral content of the probe used during the pump-probe experiment. The dotted blue line is a trace of the DFG output mid-IR spectral content of the pump used during the pump-probe experiment.](image-url)
4.3 Results and Discussion:

Figure 4.1 shows the strongly broadened O–D stretching band of DBQ (solid line) which gives direct indication of an intramolecular hydrogen bond of medium strength. The red shift in the OD stretch compared to the OH stretch seen in HBQ is consistent with decrease in oscillator strength due to the substitution to the heavier isotope. The advantage of using the deuterated version is that the OD stretch is shifted to the red of the very strong asymmetric stretching mode of atmospheric CO$_2$. Hence pump probe signal will not overlap with the CO$_2$ absorption and we can access portions of bleach and overtones region that was not possible using HBQ. The line-shape in this region has significant structure which makes it difficult to decipher the underlying dynamics which give rise to broad features and multiple peaks. The pump-probe measurements provide a window to view the dynamics in more detail.

The parallel (ZZZZ) pump-probe spectra as a function of the detection frequency at various time delays are shown in Figure 4.2. In the figure, the absorbance change $\Delta A = -\log(T/T_0)$ is plotted as a function of the spectral position within the probe spectrum for delay times of 0 ,50 ,100, 150, 250 and 1000 fs ($T_0$, $T$: sample transmission before and after excitation). The bleach (negative peak) is centered at the peak of the FTIR transition and the excited state absorption (positive peak) is centered at the transition from the $v_{OD}=1$ to the $v_{OD}=2$ state. To calculate the anharmonicity, the pump probe trace at ~200 fs was fit for a bleach and overtone separately and the difference between the center frequencies is reported. The DBQ complex exhibits a single broad OD mode which gives rise to an anharmonicity of 250 cm$^{-1}$. FTIR studies on similar phenol–OH (OD)-pyridine systems found that the anharmonicities of the v(OH—N) vibration is
between 180-250 cm\(^{-1}\) [12]. Another similar study involving dialcohol systems in an apolar solvent showed anharmonicities of hydrogen bonded OH stretch between 160-180 cm\(^{-1}\) [13, 14].

The isotropic pump-probe trace for DBQ at the fundamental, 2070 cm\(^{-1}\), was fit with a two exponentials. The fast time scale under 100 fs is attributed to pure solvent response and is unable to be resolved due to it being under the instrument response. The overtone at 1753 cm\(^{-1}\) exhibited somewhat faster dynamics with an initial decay of 98 fs and longer decay of 1.1 ps. These fits were typical results for their respective spectral region. These two component decay rates are typical of strong hydrogen bonding systems such as those by the \(\nu_{\text{OH/OD}}\) mode in \(\text{D}_2\text{O}/\text{HOD}\) vibrational relaxation experiments as previously described above in Section 3 [15-20].
The residuals of the fits which were calculated by subtracting the time trace with biexponential decay is able to indicate the presence of anharmonic coupling. Additionally the residuals of the fits in the fundamental region demonstrate a strong oscillatory component (Figure 4.3). These oscillations are superimposed on the signal and these oscillations persist for several picoseconds. Inset in the Figure 4.3 show the spectrum from the Fourier transform of this residual. The Fourier transform residual spectrum indicated the oscillations were centered on 230 cm\(^{-1}\) with a spectral bandwidth of 30 cm\(^{-1}\). The Fourier transform spectrum also indicate coupling to additional low frequency mode at 212 cm\(^{-1}\). However we were unable to resolve this peak from the 230cm\(^{-1}\) peak. While theory calculations does suggests strong coupling to a mode at 222 cm\(^{-1}\), it is difficult to discern this from the 218 cm\(^{-1}\) mode of CCl\(_4\). Previous studies have measured the low frequency solvent modes of CCl\(_4\) at 218, 315, and 464 cm\(^{-1}\) indicating the low frequency mode at 230 cm\(^{-1}\) is not a result of the solvent\[21, 22\]. The oscillation frequencies are essentially identical in the protonated compound, from chapter 3. This mode is in agreement with the structural modes calculated by DFT as seen in the stick figures in the Inset in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Pump-probe time traces and coupled low frequency modes of DBQ. The pump-probe time traces at 2075 cm$^{-1}$ as indicated by the blue trace. This trace was chosen as it represents the fundamental region of the stationary spectrum of DBQ. The blue-solid line and red-solid line for the 2075 cm$^{-1}$ frequency trace are the original data and bi-exponential fit, respectively. The residual trace from 220 fs for the bleach is shown as the yellow trace. The inset contains the intensity spectra of the trace along 2771 cm$^{-1}$ calculated from the Fourier transform of the residual shown in yellow. The solid black sticks indicate harmonic frequency calculation modes (See Table 1).

The DFT calculations show a possible corresponding modulation at 239 cm$^{-1}$ for DBQ. The calculations indicate a ‘cogwheel’ like symmetric in-plane bend providing the bond between the phenol and amine as the backbone for a breathing motion. This motion is an in-plane bending motion of the two ring systems towards each other i.e., it moves the deuterium atom closer to the accepting nitrogen atom thereby strongly modulating the hydrogen bond length O–D⋯N. The anharmonic calculations also provided cubic off-diagonal coupling terms of low frequency structural modes to the high frequency $\nu_{OD}$ mode. Table 4.1 highlights the low frequency modes that are coupled to the $\nu_{OD}$ mode and contribute to the Fourier transform spectrum. The anharmonic frequency calculation for the structure yielded a $\nu_{OD}$ fundamental frequency of 2097 cm$^{-1}$. Additionally, using the appropriate scaling factor of 0.968 further
reduces the calculated fundamental frequency to 2030 cm\(^{-1}\) which very matches the fundamental frequency of the IR at 2072 cm\(^{-1}\) [23].

**Table 4.1:** Description of the frequency calculation of DBQ with the anharmonic correction with the Intensity and Cubic coupling constants. (oop = out of plane ; ip= in plane)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Type</th>
<th>(\omega_j) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Cubic Coupling Constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly', Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>91.17</td>
<td>1.6505</td>
<td>-18.1802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)(PhOH)/t(-Py) Structural torsion</td>
<td>117.92</td>
<td>0.1316</td>
<td>-13.4075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)(PhOH)/(\beta)(-Ph) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>209.3</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
<td>5.06494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)(-Py) Symmetric oop bend</td>
<td>222.9</td>
<td>3.7072</td>
<td>21.21912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogwheel', Symmetric ip bend</td>
<td>239.03</td>
<td>3.1417</td>
<td>63.24617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta)(PhOH)/b(-Py) Asymmetric oop bend</td>
<td>289.62</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>-7.38333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-bond shearing, Asymmetric ip bend</td>
<td>378.99</td>
<td>2.9292</td>
<td>19.68173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD Stretch</td>
<td>2097.47</td>
<td>17.3285</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most intense coupled low frequency mode is at 239 cm\(^{-1}\) and this matches with the experimental results as seem in Figure 4.3 inset. The mode at 222 cm\(^{-1}\) matches closely with the shoulder seen in the Fourier transform spectrum however the resolution is not enough to identify the separate peaks. While there is some overlap between the non-resonant solvent response and the resonant low frequency modes of DBQ, the main peak at 230 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to the in-plane bending that modulates the donor and acceptor distance. Hence the correlation of the \(\nu_{OD}\) stretch with the low frequency mode in the DBQ complex strongly suggests anharmonic coupling through low frequency structural modes gives rise to these broad lineshapes. Our observations coincide with the vibrational analysis of the data collected by Chou and co-workers where they point to a vibrational mode between 230 and 250 cm\(^{-1}\) as having a significant impact on the ESIPT for HBQ [24-31]. These results also match with previous ground state results seen in chapter 3 for HBQ.
However there are some experimental limitations to this experiment. The deuteron/hydrogen transfer process was not 100% successful as seen in the absorption spectrum in Figure 3.1. The $\nu_{\text{OH}}$ stretch centered at 2771 cm$^{-1}$ with the characteristic substructure seen in HBQ absorption spectrum in chapter 3 (Figure 3.1) is still present in the DBQ absorption spectrum (Figure 4.1). While the NMR of the DBQ (Appendix) is seen to not have the OH proton peak, the FTIR still indicates that the dueteration was not successful. This is attributed to not using completely anaerobic conditions for the process of deuteron transfer in the glove bag rather than the traditional glovebox. The preliminary results show promise and future actions should be taken to ensure that the exchange is done under a complete sealed glove box.

**Conclusion:**

In conclusion, we observed coherent low-frequency motions of a hydrogen bond in the $\nu=0$ state of the O–D stretching mode in real-time. Wave packets consisting of quanta of an 230 cm$^{-1}$ mode which strongly modulates the length of the hydrogen bond, were generated within the bandwidth of the femtosecond infrared pump pulses. Our results clearly demonstrate the anharmonic coupling of the low-frequency mode and the high-frequency O–D stretching vibration. These results coincide with previous excited state studies done on HBQ as well as ground state vibrational studies on HBQ as detailed in chapter 3 [23-30].
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